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Abstract 
In the paper we obtain some conditions under which the binding number bind (C) of 
a Cartesian product graph G is equal to (1 V(G)1 - l)/( 1 V(C)/ -6(G)). 
The concept of the binding number of a graph was introduced by Woodall in 1973 
[7]. The main theorem of Woodall’s paper is a sufficient condition for the existence of 
a Hamiltonian circuit in terms of the binding number. Kane et al. [S] computed the 
binding number for a variety of graph products. They conjectured that the Cartesian 
product G = C, x C, of two cycles has binding number (mn - l)/(mn -4) if mn is odd; 
that is, that G belongs to the class of graphs described in the Abstract. This conjecture 
was proved in [l, 2,8], and in fact the result holds (contrary to Proposition 3.3 of [S]) 
provided that at least one of m, n is odd. Using some properties of Hallian graphs, we 
here obtain some more general conditions under which the Cartesian product of two 
or more graphs belongs to this class of graphs. 
We consider only finite simple graphs. The terminology and notations are the same 
as in [3] unless otherwise specified. 
Let G = (V(G), E(G)). For a vertex u E V(G) we denote by NG (v) the set of all vertices 
adjacent to u in G. For a subset X E V(G) we define N,(X)= uVsx NC(u) (shortly N(X)). 
Put RG= {X c V(G): X # 0 and N(X) # V(G)). The binding number of G, denoted 
by bind(G) is defined by 
bind(G)=min{(N(X)l/lXl: XEF~}. 
By a (1,2)-factor [l] of a graph G we mean a spanning subgraph in which each 
component is either a cycle or isomorphic to K,. A graph G is Hallian if 1 N(X)1 3 1x1 
for each set X c V(G) or equivalently, if G has a (1,2)-factor. 
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Let k be a nonnegative integer. A Hallian graph G is k-Hullian if for each set A of 
vertices of order at most k the subgraph of G induced by the set V(G)-A is Hallian. The 
largest k such that G is k-Hallian is called the Hallian index of G and it is denoted by 
h(G). The vertex connectivity K(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of vertices 
whose removal results in a disconnected or trivial graph. Clearly, h(G)< 6(G)- 1 and 
rc(G)<G(G), where 6(G) denotes the minimum degree among the vertices of G. 
Let G1,G2 be graphs with vertex sets V(G1)={vl, . . . . vn}, V(G2)={ul, . . . . u,,,}, 
respectively. The Cartesian product of G1 and G2 is the graph G, x Gz with vertex set 
UG,) x I and {(oi>uj),( vk, uJ} E E(G, x G,) if and only if i= k and {Uj, IQ> E E(G,) 
orj=I and {vi,vk}EE(G1). 
Let G1xGzx ... xG,=(G1xGzx ... xG,_~)xG, for n23. Note that 
a(G1 x ... x G,)=d(G,)+ ... +6(G,). 
The next two theorems will be very helpful in our considerations. 
Proposition 1 (Borowiecki and Michalak Cl]). Zf a graph G on n vertices has 
h(G)=G(G)-1 and Ic(G)>h(G), then bind(G)=(n- l)/(n-6(G)). 
Proposition 2 (Sabidussi [6]). If G1 is II-connected and G2 is l,-connected then G1 x G2 
is (II +&)-connected. 
Now we establish some properties of the Hallian index of the Cartesian product of 
graphs. 
Lemma 3. Let G be a Hallian graph and A E V(G) such that G-A is not Hallian. Then 
there is a set W of at most 1 AI-h(G) vertices of G - A such that (G-A) - W is Hallian or 
empty. 
Proof. Clearly IA(>h(G), so let A=A1 u A2 where IA,J=h(G), AI n AZ=@, and AI 
and A2 are otherwise arbitrary. G-AI is Hallian and so it has a (1,2)-factor F. Let 
k = I A21 = I Al -h(G). Removing k vertices from F we can create at most k paths of odd 
order, so let W contain one end vertex of every odd-order path in F-AZ. Then 
(G-A)- W contains a (1,2)-factor and so it is Hallian or empty. 0 
We are now ready to prove our main result. 
Theorem 4. Let G1 be a Hallian graph with 1 d h(G,) = 6(G1)- 1 and let Gz be a graph 
such that 6(G2)<6(G,). Then h(G, x G2)=6(G1 x G,)- 1 =6(GI)+6(G2)- 1. 
Proof. Let A G V(G1 x G,) and IAJ <&G,)+G(G,)- 1. 
Suppose I V(GJl =m, denote the m copies of G1 in G1 x G2 by Gy, . . . , CT-‘, and let 
Ai= A n G’, for each i. 
If 6(G,)=O, then the theorem is obvious. Let 6(G,)3 1. By the assumption 
h(G1)31, we have 6(G1)a2. 
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If IAil <S(G1)- 1 for every i, then all the graphs G\ -Ai are Hallian and therefore SO 
is (G, x G2)-A. Thus we may suppose that for some i, say i=O, IAi1>6(G1). Let 
lAol=6(G1)+t-1,sothatIA-A,I~6(G,)-t,where1dtd6(Gz).ByLemma 3there 
exists a set W of at most t vertices of Gy -A, such that (CT - A,) - W is Hallian graph 
or empty. 
Each vertex of Wis adjacent to 6(G,) vertices outside Gy, at least t of which are not 
in A (since 1 A - A01 < 6(G,)- t). Since I WI < t, we can find I W 1 edges in different copies 
of Gz that join the vertices wi of W to vertices Ui in I WI different copies of G1. Let 
U={Ui: i=l,...yIWl}. 
If 6(G1)>6(G,), then IA-A,I<G(G,)-1 which means lAil<6(G1)-2 for each 
i3 1. Thus all the graphs (Gi - Ai)- U are Hallian and therefore so is (G, x G,)- A. 
If6(G1)=6(G,), then IA-Aol<6(G1)-1. We may suppose that IAil=h(G1)-1 for 
some i, i 3 1, say i= 1. Hence we have A= A0 u AI. Thus we must join the unique 
vertex wi of W to a vertex u1 in Gi, for some i # 0, 1, and all the graphs 
Gy-A,--{w,}, G&-AI, Gi,-{ul} and G$ (j$ {O,l,i}) are again Hallian. This 
completes the proof. Cl 
By Theorem 4 and the properties of the Cartesian product of graphs we obtain the 
following corollaries. 
Corollary 5. Let G1, . . . , G, be Hallian graphs. Zf 1 <h(Gi)=6(Gi)- 1 for WC/I i, 
1 <i<n, then h(G1 x ... x G,)=6(GI x ... x GJ-1. 
Corollary 6. Let G,, . . . ,G, be graphs. Zf G1 is a Hahn graph with 1 <h(G1) 
=6(G,)-1, 6(G,)<6(G,) and 6(Gi)<6(Gl X ... XGi-l)fir each i (3<i<n), then 
h(G1 x ... x G,)=6(G1 x ... x GJ-1. 
Now we present some applications of the preceding results to compute the binding 
numbers of the Cartesian product graphs. 
Theorem 7. Let G=G1 x ... x G,. Iff or each i (1 <id n), Gi is Hallian, 1 <h(Gi) 
=6(Gi)-1 and K(Gi)=G(Gi), then 
bWG)=(l VW- 1)/U VG)I-d(G)). 
Proof. By Corollary 5 we have h(G)=G(G)- 1. By Proposition 2, 
rc(G1 x ... x G,)=K(G~)+ ... +rc(G,). Hence rc(G)=G(G). According to Proposi- 
tion 1 the theorem follows. 0 
Similarly, by Corollary 6 and Propositions 1 and 2, we obtain the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 8. Let G=G1 x ... x G,. If G1 is Hallian, l<h(G,)=G(G,)-1, 
6(G,)<6(G,), 6(Gi)<6(Gl X ... XGi_1) for each i (3<idn) and K(Gi)=s(G,) 
for each i (1 <i<n), then 
bind(G)=(lVG)l-MWG)I-d(G)). 
One example of a corollary of Theorem 6 is the following one: 
Corollary 9. Let G = Cm, x ... x C,,,, mi>3, n>2. Zf at least one mi(l <i<n) is odd, 
then bind(G)=(lV(G)I-l)/((V(G)I-6(G)). 
As corollaries of Theorems 7, 8 we obtain several theorems proved in [4]. 
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